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Graphics calculators do not usually have capabilities for exploring differential equations, but 
can be readily augmented by the addition of small programs designed for that purpose. The 
two programs* provided here, reproduced with permission, were published in: 
 

Kissane, B. & Kemp, M. (2006). Mathematics with a graphics calculator: CASIO  
fx-9860G AU. Mirrabooka, WA: Mathematical Association of Western Australia.  
(pp 277-280) 

 
This publication is no longer available, but substantial parts of it have been redeveloped into 
a publication that can be freely downloaded from CASIO’s Worldwide Education Website: 
 

Kissane, B. & Kemp, M. (2014) Learning Mathematics with Graphics Calculators. 
Tokyo, Japan: CASIO. 

 
Downloadable from: http://edu.casio.com/education/activity/  
 
One way to help understand a particular differential equation is to draw a direction field 
diagram, also known as a slope field diagram. This is a diagram that shows the rate of change 
of the function concerned at many different points on the plane. The program Direcfld below 
shows one way of doing this. The program needs to be entered into the program area of the 
calculator, if it is not already there. 
 
DIRECFLD     Direcfld is the name of the program 
(Xmax – Xmin)÷126→H   Calculate horizontal pixel width, H 
(Ymax – Ymin)÷62→V   Calculate vertical pixel width, V 
Xmin – 4H→X    Start with x-values on the left of the screen 
While X<Xmax    Start of loop to use x-values 
X+10H→X      Move ten pixel widths to the right 
For Ymin – 5V→Y To Ymax Step 9V  Start of loop to use y-values 
Y1→M       Calculate gradient Y1 (stored as M) 
1÷√(1+M2)→F      Calculate F, to adjust line lengths 
F-Line X–3FH,Y–3FMH,X+3FH,Y+3FMH  Draw line segment to show the slope 
Next       End of y-values loop 
WhileEnd     End of x-values loop 
 
Many of these commands will be familiar to regular CASIO users; a possible exception is the 
F-Line command (to draw a free line), which is in the Sketch menu. When writing the 
program, tap Lry and then w(LINE). The F-Line command is then available with 
w(F.Line). 
 
To draw a direction field diagram for a differential equation, first enter the formula for the 
derivative into Y1 in Graph mode. Do not draw the graph! Clear all other functions in the 



function list, and choose a suitable viewing window. Then move to Program mode (with 
MENU B) and run program Direcfld. 
 
The direction field diagram looks a bit like the kind of patterns you get with a magnet and a 
number of iron filings. Each small line segment shows the direction (or the slope or the 
gradient) of the function at each point. If you study the program carefully, you will see that it 
just draws a short line segment with slope equal to the derivative at various points on the 
screen.  
 
Another way to think of a direction field diagram is to imagine that it is like a river, with each 
small line showing which way the current is flowing at a particular point. If you drop a leaf in 
the river at some point, the diagram will help you to imagine what happens to the leaf. 
 
There are many functions satisfying any particular differential equation above. You can draw 
some of these functions on the direction field diagram, by first using the diagram temporarily 
as a background picture. To do this, use iq(PICT) and then q(STO) to store the 
diagram as a picture. Choose Picture 1. 
 
Then, in Graph mode, select the picture you saved as the Background in SET UP. In Graph 
mode, functions will now be drawn with the direction field for this differential equation as a 
background. (When you have finished, make sure that you use SET UP to restore the 
Background screen setting to None) 
 
The Direcfld program will work in situations where it is not as clear what functions are 
involved – or even what kinds of functions are involved. For example, consider the 
differential equation 

dy
dx  = x + y 

 
for which the derivative at any point is equal to the sum of the coordinates of the point itself. 
The direction field diagram can be obtained, using a- to give Y in Graph mode. 
 
As well as testing functions to see which ones fit a particular differential equation, The 
calculator can also be used to obtain a numerical approximation to the solution of a 
differential equation, provided you already know one solution point. (You can think of this as 
like knowing the particular point at which the leaf is dropped into the river.) This starting 
point is usually called an initial condition. 
 
The numerical procedure uses iteration to obtain a new point of the graph from a previous 
point, making use of the derivative of the function (given by the differential equation). This is 
illustrated in the diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this diagram, a point (A,B) on the graph of the function is known. Another point on the 
graph (C,D) is approximated by taking a small change  H  in the x-value, and using it to 
compute the corresponding small change  V  in the y-value. The graph of the function is 

(C,D)

(A,B) H

V



approximated by the small line joining (A,B) to (C,D). To compute V  we use the 
approximate relationship, 
      dy

dx   ≈ VH  
to get        

      V ≈ dy
dx    x H . 

 
This process, devised by Euler, is sometimes described as a step method, and can be carried 
out either numerically or with a graph. Program D.E.Plot below shows how a graph can be 
drawn in this way.  
 
 
D.E.PLOT    D.E.Plot is the program name 
"Initial x-value"?→A   Initial x-value 
" Initial y-value"?→B  Initial y-value 
PlotOn A,B    Plot initial point 
(Xmax – Xmin)÷126→H  Calculate x-increment, H 
While A<Xmax   Start of loop to go left to right 
A→X      Update current X value     
B→Y      Update current Y value 
A+H→C     Add x-increment, H 
Y1 x H→V     Calculate y-increment, V 
B+V→D     Add y-increment 
F-Line A,B,C,D    Draw line to approximate graph 
C→A      Move starting  x-value to next point 
D→B      Move starting  y-value to next point 
WhileEnd    End of loop 
 
 
Finally, the two programs Direcfld and D.E.Plot are designed so that they can be used 
together. After drawing a direction field diagram, you can draw a solution curve on the same 
diagram by immediately tapping d twice and then running D.E.Plot.  
 
 
 
*If you are not using a CASIO fx-9860G series calculator, suitable adaptations of these 
programs will be needed, of course. 


